
EL PUEBLITO
HOTEL
 In the Holbox heart . . .
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W e l c o m e

On behalf of all the staff we would like to give you the most warming welcome to 
El Pueblito Hotel.

We are sure that you will have the best experience in this paradise Holbox Island, 
and you will enjoy the incredible Natural Protected Area 

with all it´s majestic fauna and diverse jungle flora. 

Our goal is to provide you with an excellent service, 
taking care of every detail so that you have an extraordinary stay.

¡We hope you enjoy a unique and unforgettable vacation!

Cord i a l l y  |  Gene ra l  Manage r



HOLBOX, in Mayan it means Black Hole. 

Rich in biodiversity of flora and fauna, form

part of the Yum Balam Natural Protected Area. 

AT EL PUEBLITO HOTEL , we are interested 
in sharing the importance of natural wealth 
and inviting you to understand the balance 

of species who live in this region. 

Enjoy this new experience 
of respect for life !
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Nature in Holbox
EL  PUEBLITO HOTEL  |  Ho lbox

WETLANDS
On the island you will find

bodies of water that as

ecosystems fulfill an important

function. In them grows the

mangrove that performs the

most complete filtration

process; It is called "the nursery

of the ocean" for being vital to

the life of the sea.

BIOLUMINIESCENCE

At certain times of the year

(especially during the summer)

a natural phenomenon occurs in

the sea called bioluminescence.

Which is produced by plankton

that with movement generates

small trails of light.

SEAGRASS

This is a variety of seaweed and

when there are winds and

waves, it accumulates on the

shore of the beach. Sargassum

contains a lot of nutrients that

provide food for many species

in the oceanic food chain.
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WHALE SHARK
The best attraction of our seas,

which lives under the harassment

of boats and tourists who come

from all over the world to meet

it. This is the largest fish in the

world. When swimming with

them, they should not be

touched and we suggest using

biodegradable sunscreens and

sunscreen to avoid damaging

your ecosystem. (Jun. To Sept)

TURTLES

Holbox has the only hawksbill

nesting beach (endangered) in

Quintana Roo. From June to

November the turtles are

released; which is when the

hatchlings leave the sand

towards the sea.  

PINK FLAMINGO 

They arrive from other places,

here they have a rest and

feeding area, they are very

nervous and any noise scares

them. Close to the beach, it is

recommended to keep distance

and silence to avoid altering

their surroundings. In Punta

Mosquito and Punta Cocos you

can admire perfectly.

*Don´t feed the local fauna and don´t
interrupt in their natural habitat.



WHAT TO DO IN HOLBOX ? 

*Rent a bike to

explore the island

or a golf cart.

*Take a boat tour

to visit the main

points.

*Ask  i n  the  f ron t  desk

Visit, support,

walk, play and

learn from the

animals in the

Shelter doing

volunteering.

If you buy local crafts

and products, you can

support the island

community.



          To guarantee

the quality of our

services and preserve

our clean and tidy

areas, we inform you

of our schedules: RECEPCION:

7:00 am  a 11:00 pm

CHECK IN:  3 pm

CHECK OUT:  12 pm



IMPORTANT RECOMMENDATIONS

We ask you not to place toilet paper in the toilets, please deposit it

in the trash basket. 

The showers are designed to have a pleasant bath, we recommend

saving water to avoid wasting such vital liquid.

Turn off the air conditioning, fans and lights when you leave the

room, this will save energy. Our planet needs our participation.

Our hotel carries out a "Good Management Practices" program to
contribute to the development of Sustainable Tourism in our region. 



It is forbidden to smoke inside the rooms since the

smell is impregnated in the crafts and bedding and

it is difficult to eliminate it. We have open areas so

you can smoke.

Plastics, cans, containers, packaging and all types

of garbage, you must also deposit it in the

corresponding garbage cans. 

Avoid as much as possible the consumption of

unicel and straws. 

¡Help us to keep our beaches clean!

IMPORTANT RECOMMENDATIONS



GENERAL REGULATIONS

Our greatest wish is that you have a happy stay in our Hotel, 
for this reason we ask you to take into account the following:

Check in it is from 3 pm and check out is at 12 day.

If you want to change your departure time or date, please ask the availability at

reception.

The guest has the inescapable obligation to register personally by filling out the

registration card and make the timely payment for the services caused during your

stay. 

Hotel guests may not accommodate people other than those registered in their

rooms.

Nonpayment required to effect empowers the Hotel to terminate immediately the

provision of the service contract. H
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GENERAL REGULATIONS

The Hotel is not responsible for the losses that the guest might suffer in the

facilities. The values (money, jewelry, documents, etc.) must be deposited in the

safe inside your room.  Damage caused by the guest or his guests to the

furniture, decoration and facilities will be charged to the account.  

The hotel is not responsible for accidents caused by the effects of intoxicating

drinks. 

Please be careful and avoid getting wet in the interior areas of the hotel. Always

use your beach towel and sandals.

It is not allowed to hang clothes or towels outside the rooms.

The hotel staff will not be able to supply you with medication, we remind you

that we have a private external medical service with an additional cost 24/7.
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IN THE POOL :

Pool hours: 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Rinse in the shower of the pool, 

There are no lifeguards on duty. 

Don´t run around the pool area.

       before entering.

HOTEL  EL
PUEBLITO |  Ho lbox



CHANNEL GUIDE

101 AZTECA
102 ESTRELLAS
103 IMAGEN
105 CANAL 5
106 MULTI 6
107 AZTECA7
111 CANAL11
114 CANAL14
120 TV. UNAM
155 CANAL22

145 CONGRESO
150 DISH
152 MVSTV
154 UN MUSIC
155 MEJTV
156 EXATV
158 MS
160 PM
162 CL
200 MOVIL

202 FOX
204 MVSTV
206 UNIVERSAL
208 SONY
210 WARNER TB
214 TNT SERIES
222 AXN
224 FX
226 SPACE
230 A&E

234 1D
236 DH&H
240 TLC
242 LIFET
244 FOX LF
246 HOLA
248 E!
250 TBS
252 COMEDY
260 MTV

264 UN
268 V ROLA
272 EXATV
276 TELER
278 ONCNI
282 DISNEY
283 DISNEY JR
284 DISNEY XD
286 NICK
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CHANNEL GUIDE
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288 UN MUSIC
290 CRTOON
292 DISNEY KIDS
300 MOVIL
304 C22-2HRS.
306 INGTV
308 DISTC
312 NTGEO
314 HTML
318 HISTO
320 HISTO2

322 ARTS
330 FOX SP
332 FOX SP2
334 FOX SP3
336 CLARO
338 ESPN
342 ESPN2
344 ESPN3
350 CNN
353 RT

356 MILENIO
358 TVC
360 JUSTV
370 TNT SERIES
372 MC
374 C MAX
376 MP
378 CINEC
382 CL
384 FXMOV

386 S-UNI
388 PARAM
400 MOVIL
500 MOVIL
700 MOVIL
800 MOVIL
900 MOVIL
960 RDMIX
962 DECAD
964 ROCK

966 EXA
968 GLOBO
976 LAMEJ
972 FIESTA
974 STERED REY
976 AMBIENTAL
978 MUSIC
999 MVSTV



PET FRIENDLY REGULATION

We know the importance of friendship, we understand that pets are another
member of your family and your trips would not be the same without them, 

thats why in Hotel El Pueblito we are pet-friendly and we have special
rules for your stay, which we ask you to read carefully: 

The pet must be kept in the areas designated by the Hotel as Pet-friendly, such as

the common area called mantarays.

In accordance with NOM-245-SSA1-2010, which determines the sanitary

requirements and water quality that pools must meet, the entry of pets into the pool

area is strictly prohibited.

The pet must remain attached to its leash and if it is considered a potentially

dangerous breed, it must wear a muzzle, so that they will not be able to circulate

freely through green or common areas, without the supervision of their owner.
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PET FRIENDLY REGULATION
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Cleaning the area where the pet stays is the responsibility of its owner. This should

always carry plastic bags and other necessary implements to meet any need.

At no time may the guest leave his pet alone inside the hotel or room, the pet must

remain under his care and supervision always being subject to his leash.

Any damage or injury caused to third parties and / or their property or physical

integrity, as well as the property of the Hotel and / or property will be the

responsibility of the owner who will have the obligation to cover the expenses or

repair the resulting damages.

The owner is responsible for preventing her pet from disturbing the order and / or

tranquility of the spaces within the Hotel, as well as other visitors and / or pets.       

 We ask that you consider the comfort of other guests.



Our staff strives to assist and make your stay pleasant. 
If you wish, you can leave a tip.

Facebook
@hotelelpueblitoholbox

Instagram
hotelelpueblito.holbox

We will appreciate your comments and
share your experience on "TripAdvisor"
or "Booking.com" to help other guests

to organize their vacations.

Web Site
www.hotelelpueblitoholbox.com

You can also do it from our 
social media networks, 

share your photos, 
tag and follow us.

HOTEL  EL  PUEBLITO |  Ho lbox



Thank you very 
much for your visit!

In El Pueblito Hotel, 
will be a pleasure to
welcome you again!
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